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Why a Republican 
won’t beat 
Trump in 2020
By Lincoln Mitchell

Two days before being sworn in to the US Senate,
Mitt Romney wrote an opinion piece in the
Washington Post outlining his concerns about

President Donald Trump “not rising to the mantle of the
office.” Romney, the Republican presidential nominee in
2012, did not exactly break new ground. His column most-
ly rehashed concerns that many Republicans have long
held about Trump’s temperament and international rela-
tionships while stopping short of an active commitment to
addressing the many problems Romney sees in the Trump
administration.

The op-ed also includes the kind of language that was
standard from pre-Trump presidential candidates: “I
remain optimistic about our future. In an innovation age,
Americans excel. More importantly, noble instincts live in
the hearts of Americans.” Romney has since said that he
won’t run against Trump, but that he won’t necessarily
support him either. It is difficult to read Romney’s column
and not think that he won’t at least be part of any conver-
sation about which Republican might be able to take on
Trump for the Republican nomination.

The notion that a Republican will challenge Trump is
not new. The idea of a primary against Trump is very
appealing to many centrists, as well as whatever remaining
conservative critics of the president still exist. A success-
ful primary would also help bring an end to the Trump
experiment while limiting lasting damage to America’s
political system and perhaps even diverting the
Republican Party from the direction it has taken under
Trump. These are developments that many in the political
class, including many of the pundits and political analysts
calling for a primary challenge to Trump, would like to see.

The problem with this scenario is that it overlooks the
extent to which the Republican Party has been remade to
look like Trump, meaning that any primary challenger to
Trump would likely get drubbed and therefore only
strengthen Trump’s hold on the GOP. Trump himself has
been extremely popular among his party. According to
Gallup, his job approval rating among those who identi-
fied themselves as Republicans has not dropped below
77 percent at any point in his presidency. In 2018, that
number never dipped below 81 percent and most weeks
was much higher than that. (By contrast, his overall
national approval rating has averaged 39 percent since he
took office.)

Unseating an incumbent president in a primary is diffi-
cult enough - in recent decades the only candidate to do
so was Senator Eugene McCarthy, who almost beat
Democratic President Lyndon Johnson in the 1968 New
Hampshire primary, spurring Johnson to drop out of the
race. Beating a president who is beloved by the base in
his own party in a primary challenge is almost impossible.
Trump’s popularity among Republicans also demon-
strates the gap between how Republican voters and some
Republican elites think about the president. There are a
lot of Republicans who are critical of Trump on television
and popular political websites, but that is about the only
place they can be found.

Beyond public opinion data, Republican primaries
since 2016 have generally been won by pro-Trump
Republicans while Republicans in Congress often have
had to cater to their pro-Trump Republican electorates in
order to stay in office. Even Jeff Flake, Trump’s most out-
spoken Senate Republican critic, conceded that if he had
been running for reelection he would not have taken
some positions that rankled the president. Policies around
trade and foreign policy where Trump differs from
Republican orthodoxy still polarize Republican leaders,
but these are not the kinds of issues that will swing large
number of voters in a Republican primary.

Last month, in the kind of move that does not draw
headlines, the Trump reelection campaign and the
Republican National Committee (RNC) began to create a
structure that will essentially combine the two entities
into one for the 2020 race. The plan, according to a
report in Politico, is for the campaign and the RNC to
merge their field and fundraising organizations into a sin-
gle, more streamlined unit. That all but ensures Trump will
control the RNC, making it even less plausible that any-
one can mount a successful, or even relevant, primary
against him. Given this, RNC Chair Ronna McDaniel’s
Twitter response calling Romney’s opinion piece “disap-
pointing and unproductive” is no surprise.

While it is perhaps possible that Trump will face a pri-
mary campaign to become the party’s nominee, whoever
runs against Trump is likely not only to lose badly, but to fail
in any attempt to move the party away from him. This is why
the Republicans most frequently cited as potential chal-
lengers, like Arizona’s Flake and former Ohio Governor John
Kasich, are in the later stages of their careers. Republicans
with futures in the party, like Senators Ted Cruz of Texas
or Marco Rubio of Florida, who disagree with Trump on
many key issues and have previously indicated concern
about his conduct and ethics, are not entertaining the idea
of running against Trump and thus damaging their stand-
ing in the party. Over the last two years, the Republican
Party has become Trump’s. Highfalutin opinion pieces in
major media outlets are not going to change that. 

NOTE: Lincoln Mitchell teaches in Columbia
University’s Political Science Department and is the
author of several books, most recently “Baseball
Goes West: the Dodgers, the Giants and the Shaping
of the Major Leagues.” The opinions expressed here
are his own. — Reuters 

Explosive allegations that US President Donald
Trump concealed conversations with Russia have
thrown an unwelcome spotlight on interpreters,

whose quick wit is vital to diplomacy and who stay
scrupulously in the shadows. Interpreters, whether they
are working at high-stakes international summits or in
low-level court hearings, abide by a code of ethics not to
divulge anything they hear. Trump fueled suspicions about
his ties with Russia when, in a sharp break with standard
diplomatic practice, he dismissed top aides for two hours
of talks with President Vladimir Putin during their first
formal summit in July.

Only one American remained in the room in Helsinki -
Marina Gross, an interpreter provided by the State
Department. House Democrats last year unsuccessfully
sought to force Gross to testify about the summit, saying
Trump’s extraordinary actions required extraordinary
measures in turn. Reviving concerns, The Washington Post
reported that Trump snatched her notes after an earlier
encounter with Putin in 2017 on the sidelines of a Group of
20 summit in Hamburg and instructed Gross not to discuss
the conversation even with other administration officials.

“It’s actually unprecedented that we are in the spotlight
as much as we are now,” said Uros Peterc, president of the
Geneva-based International Association of Conference
Interpreters. Peterc, who quipped that his was the world’s
second-oldest profession, said that non-disclosure of con-
versations was the paramount principle of interpreters.
“It’s been clear since forever that an interpreter is some-
body the principal has full and total trust in,” said Peterc,
who was part of the interpretation team in Slovenia for

Putin’s summit with newly elected US president George W
Bush in 2001. “It’s the same thing when you go to a doctor.
You don’t expect the doctor to meet you on the street and
say, ‘How is that cancer?’”

Private meetings highly rare 
Trump - whose presidential campaign’s relationship

with Russia is the focus of a probe by special counsel
Robert Mueller - has denied secrecy about the summit and
declared Monday on the snowy grounds of the White
House, “I never worked for Russia.” But even if Trump’s
motivation was solely to build a chummy rapport with
Putin, US presidents virtually never meet alone with for-
eign leaders, especially ones regarded as adversaries. An
aide - generally a senior staff member of the National
Security Council or, in some cases, the secretary of state
or secretary of defense - is normally taking extensive
notes, said Michael Glennon, a professor of international
law at The Fletcher school of Tufts University.

“The intelligence community is frequently interested in
subtleties in the phraseology and insights of the other
head of state,” said Glennon, former legal counsel at the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Diplomats are also
looking closely for any potential openings, “all things that
might be lost on a president speaking or listening by him-
self,” Glennon said. “It would be extremely unusual for a
president to cut off all other members of his administration
from the substance of what is said.”

Deciphering interpreters’ notes? 
Even more rare would be for the interpreter to be

taking thorough notes. Laura Burian, dean of the
Graduate School of Translation, Interpretation and
Language Education at the Middlebury Institute of
International Studies, said it was doubtful that an inter-
preter’s notebooks would even convey much.
Interpreters rely on powerful short-term memory, seek-
ing to remember and translate speaker’s thoughts for
only a matter of seconds or minutes.

When jotting down notes, interpreters might only write
down numbers or proper nouns that need to be precise,
Burian said. “Looking back at it months or even a day later,
it wouldn’t reflect everything that was said in the room,”
she added. She also said interpreters have been concerned
over the latest developments, although government-
employed interpreters such as Gross have security clear-
ances that could protect them. “Since World War II when
the use of interpreters became more codified, you’ve just
assumed that the interpreter will never be asked to speak,”
Burian said.

The United States is not the only country where inter-
preters have faced calls to testify. The International
Association of Conference Interpreters voiced alarm last
month after authorities in Poland summoned an inter-
preter to learn about a conversation, also with Putin, by
EU President Donald Tusk when he was the country’s
prime minister. The row on Trump has parallels to 1998,
when independent counsel Ken Starr forced testimony
from Secret Service agents guarding then president Bill
Clinton to see if he had a dalliance with intern Monica
Lewinsky, an unprecedented step that the Supreme Court
refused to stop. — AFP 

Interpreters demand to stay out of spotlight

Qaeda shadow 
still hangs over 
Syria’s Idlib 

The jihadist group now controlling
Idlib province in northwest Syria
claims to have broken with Al-

Qaeda, but analysts say that despite
several rebrandings there’s no sign it
has changed its stripes. Hayat Tahrir al-
Sham (HTS) sealed its hold on Idlib last
week after signing a ceasefire with what
was left of rival factions in the region.
Over time, HTS has changed both
names and leaders, and statements
posted on the internet suggest it had
severed ties with Al-Qaeda, the Sunni
Islamist terror group founded by
Osama bin Laden.

But many experts dismiss such
claims as smoke and mirrors, saying the
organization is simply attempting to
muddy the waters and confuse intelli-
gence agencies. Jabhat al-Nusra, the
rebel faction which gave birth to HTS,
announced in July 2016 it had broken
with Al-Qaeda. But this was just
“rebranding while maintaining a secret
pledge of allegiance,” said Hassan
Hassan, who specializes in jihadist
movements at the Washington-based
Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy.

“Throughout its numerous iterations,
HTS has not altered its ideology and is
still widely thought to maintain links
with Al-Qaeda,” the US-based Soufan
think tank said Monday. “HTS main-
tained links with Al-Qaeda’s loyalists in
northern Syria and even allocated areas
and resources for its supposed rivals,”
Hassan said for his part.

A number of jihadist groups in Idlib
still officially pay allegiance to Al-
Qaeda, led by Ayman Al-Zawahiri, an
Egyptian, since Bin Laden’s death.
These include Hurras al-Deen, a faction
comprising a few thousand jihadists
including Syrians and foreign veterans
of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. The
group also includes members of the

Turkestan Islamic Party, a group domi-
nated by Uighur fighters, according to
the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights, a British-based monitor. Hurras
al-Deen fought alongside HTS when it
took control of Idlib from other rebel
groups backed by Turkey.

‘Staged’ separation 
HTS claims more than 25,000 fight-

ers, according to the Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights.  For
Jean-Pierre Filiu, a professor at the
Sciences Po university in Paris, “Al-
Qaeda remains a centralized organiza-
tion, with a strong top-to-bottom line
of command.” “There are a number of
indications suggesting that HTS has
only staged its ‘break’ from Al-Qaeda,”
Filiu said. “That’s one of the main rea-
sons Turkey failed in Idlib, as it had
hoped the so-called ‘Syrian’ faction of
HTS would help neutralize the jihadist
elements,” he added.

Jabhat al-Nusra might have sought
to distance itself from Al-Qaeda since
an association would put its fighters in
the crosshairs for US airstrikes. “While
HTS proclaims that it is an independent
entity not affiliated with Al-Qaeda, the
organization grew out of Al-Qaeda’s
Syrian affiliate, Jabhat al-Nusra, follow-
ing a series of strategic rebrandings,”
the Soufan think tank also said.
“Throughout its numerous iterations,
HTS has not altered its ideology and is
still widely thought to maintain links
with Al-Qaeda,” said the research and
advisory group, set up by former FBI
anti-jihadist agent Ali Soufan.

HTS has extended its administrative
hold on Idlib under its so-called
“Salvation Government” after years of
cultivating grass-roots ties with local
residents. On Monday, Syria’s National
Coalition, the leading exiled opposition
group, branded the HTS a “terrorist
organization,” a designation applied by
the US embassy in Damascus since
May 2017. “The core of HTS is Nusra,
a designated terrorist organization. 

This designation applies regardless
of what name it uses or what groups
merge into it,” the embassy said in a
tweet at the time. — AFP 

In this file photo taken on July 16, 2018, interpreter Marina Gross is seen as Russian President Vladimir Putin and US President Donald Trump attend a meeting in Helsinki
on July 16, 2018. — AFP 

Rising unease
over divisive 
temple as India
election looms 

Young and unemployed, Som Shekhar
pines less for a job than the construc-
tion of a controversial Hindu temple -

and, as India’s election approaches, says he
will vote for the only man he believes can
deliver it. “Only a Hindu government can
realise the temple dream,” said Shekhar,
referring to Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and his Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) that stormed to power in 2014.
Modi is asking Indians for a second term and
Shekhar’s “temple dream” - the construction
of a Hindu shrine in the flashpoint city of
Ayodhya - could muscle its way onto the
election campaign as it gets under way in
coming weeks.

Hardliners have been agitating for the
shrine for decades but it is a deeply polariz-
ing project, one that has aggravated deadly
fissures between India’s Hindu majority and
its sizeable Muslim minority. Temple devo-
tees want a grandiose structure built on the
ruins of a medieval mosque that was razed by
Hindu zealots in 1992 - sparking religious
riots that left 2,000 dead across India. Those
who tore down the Babri Mosque contend
the Hindu god Ram was born on the same
patch of earth, and accuse India’s erstwhile
Muslim rulers of desecrating the site.

Growing agitation 
A quarter century later the temple’s

champions want to lay a foundation stone
and see an opportunity in the 2019 election.
Conservative Hindu groups have staged mas-
sive rallies - some hundreds of thousands
strong - in recent weeks to pressure Modi,
appealing to his “saffron” credentials and
Hindu political identity. For some voters, no
other issue matters. “I agree that jobs are
tough to come by. But the temple is a ques-
tion of Hindu faith and it should be placed
above everything else,” 24-year-old Shekhar
told AFP in Ayodhya.

Not far from the contested site, gigantic

pillars embossed with decorative flowers and
paving stones lie in wait, some more than 30
years old. While the dispute over Ayodhya
dates back several decades, the mass move-
ment to build a “Ram Mandir” picked up
steam in the early 1990s, helping propel the
BJP onto the national stage when it was still a
nascent political outfit.

After the destruction of the mosque in
1992, the site was sealed off as Hindu and
Muslim groups fought in court for its control.
In 2010 a court ruled the site should be
divided - two-thirds controlled by Hindus
and the remainder by Muslims. But the deci-
sion was contested by both parties, and the
case has stalled in the Supreme Court ever
since. It was again adjourned without
progress last week. A verdict would prove
incendiary, and is unlikely before hundreds of
millions of Indians cast ballots in the world’s
largest election in April and May. But critics
fear Modi could nonetheless stoke the tem-
ple issue to appease Hindu voters, and dis-
tract from his administration’s shortcomings.

Dangerous distraction 
“The Ayodhya issue has always been a

poll gimmick, but it has become more so this
time,” said Zafaryab Jilani, a lawyer repre-
senting Muslim groups in the long-running
dispute. “They are unable to explain rural
poverty, lack of jobs so they are hoping this
will lead to polarization of Hindu votes.” But
Hindu hardliners are impatient. Some feel
Modi has not done enough to raise the
shrine and are urging him to use his majority
in parliament to bypass the courts with leg-
islation and get construction moving. “We
have waited for too long for this,” said
Shekhar, as he admired a wooden miniature
of the proposed temple.

Many in India fear fresh calls for a tem-
ple could turn ugly. Those who witnessed
the violence in 1992 want no repeat of the
arson and lynchings that pitted India’s two
largest communities against one another.
For Mohammed Shahzad, a Muslim butcher
from Ayodhya whose home was reduced to
ash, the signs are ominous. “Political par-
ties want to make electoral gains through
this temple-mosque issue,” he told AFP.
“The temple and the mosque should be
built side by side, as there is only one
supreme power. Hindus and Muslims must
live together in peace. That is the only
lasting solution for this country.” — AFP 


